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Introduction

What's going on with this project?

The Wizardry Legacy project consist on developing a PC multi-platform freeware and open source video game

which has an engine based on the old wizardry game that where published on apple2, PC and many other video

game console by the Sir-Tech software company. The concept, the look and feel of the game will be almost the

same but not the adventures.

I intend to make a few new adventures and maybe remake the original aventures but I will also supply an

adventure editor so that the people can make their own adventures. So the utilimate goal of this project is to create

something like zelda classic, there is the basic game and you can download adventures for additional fun.

I have first started this project in 2002 and it ended in 2004. I could not complete the game in a decent amount of

time so I decided to stop it. It was also heavier to code than I tought. There is a page in the document section

which explains why the first wizardry game has failed. Recently (2007), the possibility to make a new game is on

the table since I can re-use a lot of work I have done in the first game. For now, I have made and published, in the

document section, the rules for the new game. The rules have been made like a table top RPG and they can be

played with real dices. This is to make sure I can playtest the system before implementing it as a video game.

For now, the video game programming have not started yet and the playtesting of the rules have not been done

either. Don't expect the project to start before the year 2008. It's also possible that the project never gets alive.

One thing for sure is that I want to place everything on my side to make sure the development of the video game

can be done in a reasonable amount of time. Meanwhile, it might be possible that I work on some components of

the game, like the maze engine or the adventure editor, without actually starting making the real game. Still, I

intentend to remove a lot of features and stuff to make sure the game would be easier to devellop.

What is Wizardry?



Wizardry is a first person RPG inspired on Dungeons and dragons where the difficulty of the game is one of the

features which makes it unique. The first wizardry games appeared a long time ago on apple 2 with the only

possibility of using 1 color per sprite. It does not hinder wizardry too much because most of the game was text

based except for the monster image and the maze which were simple white lines that did the contour of the walls.

The NES version brought an enormous inovation by placing textures on the wall and by using 3 different colors for

monster sprites. They also implemented menu to input commands, since there is no keyboard on NES, which

makes the game much more enjoyable.

The game is basically built around a maze and a city. The maze is where you adventure yourself and the city is

where you can rest and or new stuff. In later games like wizardry 5, they add even more features like for example

NPC that you can talk with. Then from wizardry 6 to 8, the things start changing which made wizardry 8 much

more differenrent than the first 5 wizardrys. Wizardry 8 focus much on realism, the map are made in a 3D engine,

ennemies positions on the battlefield are considered in battle, you need to manage the weight of your equiment,

the ammos of your range weapons, etc.

Personaly, in think that wizardry 1 to 5 for NES and SNES have a better game experience than the most recent

games. It does not mean that the most recent games are bad, they are just different. Since the old wizardrys are

almost forgotten by todays gamers, I wanted to recreate a wizardry like the good old days. Of course, I will place

much more than 3 colors per sprite but don't expect a 3D engine like Wizardry 8 because even if I could do it, the

game feeling won't be the same.

What does make wizardry fun ? As you can see the Wizardry games did not have good graphics, musics, engine

and sometimes story. So how come the game is good? First, the rules of the game looks a bit like Dungeons and

Dragons which could interrest some people to play but I think what make Wizardry players hook to the game is

the challenge. Imagine applying strictly D and D rules without a DM to patch up things when the events goes

really bad for the players. That is Wizardry. Yes the game can be tough but that is what the player wants.

If you're used to those Squaresoft story and graphic filled RPG well you are now going to enter a new type of

RPG. In wizardry, when your party is dead, it is dead. You create new characters and restart the game from

scratch. There is no save spot, you cannot reload if you lose a character and the game save your game at each step

you make in the maze so there is no turning back. Which mean that you pay much more attention during combat

because a medusa lizard who petrify all you character can make you very unhappy. Which mean all the combats

are important and you make sure you don't make an error.

In wizardry, not only combat can be tough, there is also many traps in the dungeon that can weaken your party.

There is also simple traps that you are not aware of their effects like : teleporter who does not let you know when

you are now somewhere else on the map, rotators that change your facing without you notice and one way doors

and walls that can trap you in places of the dungeon where you don't know how to get out. This is why a part of



playing wizardry is to draw a map of the level. Personaly, I love to do some mapping but some of my friends don't

and they prefer having the maps already drawned. Now you can see that Wizardry is indeed not an easy game but

it's the challenge of the game that makes it interesting.

If you are new to wizardry, I suggest you start with Wizardry 2 because the game is not too hard and the parts of

the knights of diamonds make the game a little less difficult (I have not said that the game was easy). If you want a

good an long Wizardry game, I strongly suggest Wizardry 5 since there is a good story and a lot of stuff to do in

the maze. The most recent game for PC is Wizardry 8, personally I don't like it but it's a matter of taste. There are

many other games that has been release on video game console like the GBA (Wizardry Summonner) and the

PS2(Tales of the forsaken land) but most of the games has been released in Japan only.

One thing that is weird is that even if Wizardry is a canadian game, Wizardry is a game that got very popular in

Japan. That is why all new wizardry video game releases are made in Japan. I know that most japanese likes RPG

but I don't know if they have some special reasons to like Wizardry in particular. Anyways, I hope you'll enjoy

playing the original games and Wizardry Legacy. Have fun!
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